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ABSTRACT

Data that was presented at two recent conferences on the effects

on humans of low levels of radiation, as well as data that has been

used by the ICRP when setting dose limits is reviewed. The data comes

from cancer mortality studies of A-bomb survivors and radiation

workers, as well as from studies on populations exposed to varying

levels of naturally occurring radiation. The problems of using the

data to make realistic risk projections on which radiation safety

norms can be based are discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The health effects of small doses of radiation is a subject of

considerable interest to those exposed to radiation in the course of

their work and to those wishing to make a rational judgement of the

hazards that may be associated with the nuclear industry. Two confe-

rences have been held in the last two years in London, where the

subject has been extensively discussed. At the first meeting1', new

epidemiological data on cancer mortality among professionally exposed

workers was the major topic, whereas at the more recent meeting2',

emphasis was given to the conclusions to be drawn from new data coming

from studies of Japanese atomic-bomb survivors3'.

The radiation risk factors at present in use for radiation pro-

tection purposes were specified by the International Commission on

Radiological Protection (ICRP) in 19774' and are given in Table 1.

These risk factors were themselves about 10 times higher than those

previously believed and were increased mainly because of the then

available A-bomb survival data. This 1977 assessment resulted in the

adoption of 5 rem/year*' as the upper dose limit for radiation workers

(rather than the previously used concept of a permissible dose) to

assure that fatalities in the nuclear industry would remain less than

those in other industries considered to be safe.

The present sum of human experience with radiation no longer

allows simple conclusions to be drawn about radiation risks and judge-

ments have to be made to assess the likely health risks from exposure

to low levels of radiation.

'Note on units

As data is presented from various sources the units used in the

original text is largely retained. The SI unit of dose equivalent is

the sievert (Sv) which is the absorbed dose in gray (1 Gy = 1 J/kg)

multiplied by a quality factor (Q.F.). Older publications retain the

rem (1 rem = 10 mSv) and the rad (1 rad = 10 mGy). For low LET

radiation - gamma and X-rays - the QF = 1 and the Sv and Gy have the

same values.



2. ATOMIC BOMB SURVIVOR STUDIES

New data is now available from atomic bomb survivor studies that

suggest that the frequency of fatal cancers per unit dose of radiation

is higher than previously thought3'. This increase comes about partly

because of a reassessment of the dose received by the survivors, but

also because it is now becoming apparent that the excess cancer fre-

quency that could be attributed to radiation exposure is increasing

with age.

It became possible to reassess the dose received by survivors in

Hiroshima and Nagasaki when full details of the bombs, together with

their orientation and the atmospheric conditions at the time of burst,

were made available. Computer codes that had been validated against

test explosion data could be used to calculate the dose at a distance

from the explosions5'. The dose, as a function of distance from the

hypocentre in the two cities, is shown in Figs. 1a and 1b which gives

both the old dose (D65) and that computed from the 1984 data (D84).

The dose is given as tissue kerma (kinetic energy released per unit

mass) which is a readily computable radiation parameter and under

equilibrium conditions will equal the absorbed dose. With the new

dosimetry the gamma dose is increased and the neutron component

reduced at Hiroshima, whereas at Nagasaki the gamma dose is unchanged

and the neutron dose, which was already very low, is even further

decreased. The dose equivalent (absorbed dose times quality factor),

which at Hiroshima was previously thought to be mainly due to

neutrons, becomes dominated by gamma rays in the new calculations. The

revised dosimetry has resulted in a consistency in the cancer epidemi-

ology of the two populations, enabling the data to be pooled and

previous differences that had given rise to complicated theories on

neutron effects disappear.

In addition to determining the radiation emitted in the two

explosions, it has also been possible to locate the position of some

85% of the survivors at the time of burst6', enabling the effects of

shielding by buildings and also body shielding to be taken into

account in the computer models. Hence, individual organ doses can be

established against which cancer mortality can be compared. The latest

results are listed in Table 2 which gives the dose in gray against

number of reported deaths from cancer in various organs7'. It is of

interest to note that the population is that of a wartime city where

over 60% are female and that two thirds of the initial survivors are

still alive 45 years after the explosion. About 45% of persons includ-

ed in the study had a dose of less than 0.01 Gy (1 rad) and can be



used as controls to determine the excess cancer rate amongst those

exposed to high doses. On average, the cancer death rate over the last

45 years has been 11% higher for persons exposed to doses above 0.01

Gy. Another point of interest is that in the group of ~9000 persons

exposed to between 0.01 and 0.05 Gy, the cancer death rate is in fact

3% lower than the controls. Although this is of doubtful statistical

significance, it goes in the direction of supporting the idea that

radiation may act as a stimulant. If the groups exposed below 0.005 Gy

and between 0.005 and 0.05 Gy are compared, this negative cancer inci-

dence becomes even more pronounced8). In fact, no excess risk can be

statistically demonstrated below a dose of 0.2 Gy 45 years after irra-

diation3'. To extract information relevant to a Western population

exposed over long periods to low levels of radiation delivered at low

dose rate requires a sophisticated risk projection model involving a

number of assumptions.

Cancer induction is thought to occur in three stages as shown

diagramatically in Fig. 2. Radiation could cause some modification of

a gene in a single cell that then initiates a cancer. Then would

follow a period during which the cell multiplies normally • while

waiting for some promoting agent to interact which causes unrestrained

growth and the rapid development of a tumour. Radiation could also be

acting as the promoting agent for naturally initiated cancers. If the

initiation is due to radiation, then the excess cancer frequency would

be expected to be proportional to dose, whereas if radiation was only

influencing cancer promotion then effect would depend on the product

of otherwise natural cancer incidence and dose. In the first case

radiation risk would be additive to natural risk and in the second

multiplicative. Presently available epidemiological data does not

allow a net distinction between the two possibilities, although excess

cancer mortality appears to be increasing with age of the A-bomb sur-

vivors, as does natural incidence.

Possible projections of the observed A-bomb cancer fatalities to

the life-time risk of a Japanese population are given in Table 3 using

the two risk projection models9'. As can be seen the multiplicative

model gives a higher risk of a fatal cancer than the additive model.

The equivalent risk estimated on the basis of the ICRP 1977 data would

be 1% per Gy. The age specific life-time risk can also be inferred and

this is shown in Table 4, corrected to apply to 1000 persons in a

normal Japanese population exposed to a single dose of 1 Gy over a

short period. The equivalent ICRP figure would be 10 excess cancers

and, as can be seen in this table, the population risk using the worst

case model could be a factor of 11 higher than would be estimated from

the old ICRP data. Exposure to radiation does not affect the probabi-



lity of death, but may modifiy its cause and time of occurrence and

hence fatality is probably not the best parameter to express radia-

tion risk. If years of life lost due to radiation- induced cancer are

considered as the detriment then the two models give much nearer the

same result with the additive model risk exceeding the multiplicative

model when children are excluded from the irradiated population.

From elementary considerations of repair processes it could be

reasonable to suppose that the effect of a long-term irradiation will

be less than that of the same dose delivered in a short burst. Animal

experiments, in which cancer has been induced by radiation at various

dose rates, tend to confirm this hypothesis and dose-rate effective-

ness factors (DREFS) in a range from 1 up to 15 have been found9'. The

results of some experiments are summarized in Table 5.

As well as correcting for dose rate, the Japanese survivor data

needs to be extrapolated from a total dose of the order of 1 Gy down

to much lower dose levels. The shape of the dose response curve can

have any of the forms shown in Fig. 3. The response could be linear in

which case the risk coefficient determined at a high dose applies

equally at low dose. The possibility that a threshold exists or even

that radiation reduces cancer at low doses has to be considered. The

third curve (C) is commonly found in radiobiological experiments when

using X- or gamma rays and implies risk coefficients determined at

high-dose levels will overestimate those applicable at low doses. The

curve D implies a saturation of the cancer-causing ability of radia-

tion at high doses and leads to the inverse conclusion to that with

curve C. The variability in the cancer mortality data for A-bomb irra-

diated persons is such that it can be made to approximate to any of

these curves.

It is apparent that there is a considerable uncertainty in

extrapolating human experience with A-bomb radiation to the dose and

dose-rate region of interest to exposed populations and radiation

workers.

A set of assumptions that should reasonably assure a conservative

risk estimation without being excessively cautious could be10-:

a) The relative risk model holds.

b) The risk of a fatal cancer is reduced by a factor of 3 at low

dose rates.

c) The dose effect curve is linear down to zero dose.

d) The genetic risk is less than 10"2/Sv.



Using these assumptions an overall risk of premature death due to

cancer for a normal population is estimated to be 4.5 x 10"2/Sv and to

the working population 3.5 x 1CT2/Sv (ICRP 1977 1 x 10"2/Sv, see

Table 1).

However, as the multiplicative risk model is assumed, which

implies death at an advanced age, the risk cannot be compared with

that of a fatal accident that could occur at any age. Some index of

harm is therefore needed to realistically quantify radiation risk

before new dose limits can be decided. A genetic risk has been includ-

ed in the estimation and is based on extrapolation from animal data.

There is no direct human evidence of the induction of hereditary

diseases by radiation '.

3. EPIDEMIOLOGY STUDIES

As well as data on the human response to radiation originating

from high dose-rate exposure, more information is becoming available

on the fate of persons that were exposed to low levels of radiation

during their working life. However, the A-bomb survivor studies con-

cerned nearly ,76000 persons of whom 40000 received a total exposure of

about 12000 man Gy, whereas typical radiation worker studies involve

considerably fewer individuals with a total exposure of only a few

percent of that of the Japanese survivors. Statistical accuracy there-

fore becomes a severe limitation when interpreting cancer mortality

among radiation workers. Typical results of such a study are shown in

Figs. 4a and b, where the excess total cancer death rate and that due

to leukemia of workers from the reactor fuel reprocessing plant at

Sellafield has been plotted against lifetime dose received11 1 ). Some

reservations are necessary in interpreting such data as the excess

death rate is expected to vary with time after exposure (and age of

the individual).Experience with medically exposed patients and with

A-bomb survivors indicates that there could be a long latency period

before cancers manifest, except for leukemia where the incidence

appears to peak about 4 years after exposure and then declines13).

However, if it is assumed that the excess mortality rate due to radia-

tion stays constant for 25 years and then drops to zero, a comparison

can be made with the 1977 ICRP risk data as is indicated on the

figures.



The results from available epidemiological studies have been

reviewed14' and are summarized in Table 6, which shows the mean excess

risk together with its confidence interval both for total cancers and

for leukemia that has been found in studies made in the UK and USA. In

some cases the mean risk is negative but in all cases the 95% confi-

dence interval of the risk extends from a negative value to many times

that inferred from the ICRP figures, which over a 25 year interval

would give 4 annual excess deaths per 10 mSv and per 106 persons from

all cancers including 0.8 from leukemia. In all these studies there is

no specific organ that stands out as being particularl radiosensi-

tive , except possibly for an excess of prostate cancer found in two

studies in workers with a high dose but it is probably significant

that the persons concerned had been monitored for tritium and other

radioactive contamination sometime during their working life15 16>.

4. STUDIES OF NATURAL RADIATION EFFECTS IN HUMANS

Levels of natural radiation vary considerably throughout the

world. Generally the levels are so low that, on the basis of risk

assessment determined from high-level exposure, natural radiation is

expected to contribute only a few percent to the natural cancer inci-

dence. So far, no direct evidence has been found linking environmental

radiation with cancer despite the very large populations involved.

The effective dose equivalent to the UK population, together with

an indication of its different components is shown in Table 717'. As

can be seen the largest contribution is due to the inhalation of radon

gas. The dose given in the table is the effective whole-body dose, the

actual dose to the lung and bronchial tubes from radon and its radio-

active decay products will be a factor of 8 higher than this effective

whole-body dose equivalent4'. Radon has characteristics that are

practically optimized for maximum efficiency in irradiating the lung.

The principal isotope, Z2Rn, is in the decay chain of natural uranium

which is widely distributed in trace amounts, but particularly so in

granite and other igneous rocks. The radon has a half life of 3.8 days

which gives the gas time to seep into the atmosphere before decaying.

It then decays through a whole series of short-lived alpha and beta/

gamma emitting non-gaseous isotopes, which may get deposited in the

lung.

High levels of radon gas accumulate in the atmosphere of under-

ground mines, particularly in uranium mines. Correlations between lung

cancer and the amount of radon inhaled by uranium miners are given in



Fig. 515' which shows the relative increase in lung cancer over

natural incidence against the estimated total exposure expressed as

working-level months (W.L.M.)- This unit corresponds to 168 hours

breathing in an atmosphere in which there are 4000 Bq/m3 of radon gas

in effective equilibrium with its short-lived daughters. Lung cancer

depends on factors other than radon inhalation and is particularly

sensitive to smoking habits. The combination of smoking and exposure

to radon appears to give a higher lung-cancer incidence than expected

if the two causes are considered separately18'.

Taking these factors into consideration and using a linear extra-

polation from the high levels to which miners have been exposed, the

risk to be associated with natural radon levels can be inferred. The

result, as determined by an ICRP working group18' is given in Fig. 6,

which shows the percent increase in lung cancer to be expected for a

given average annual inhalation level of radon and also gives an esti-

mate of the benefit for the non-smoking population.

Based on these risk evaluations it can be deduced that a signi-

ficant proportion of lung cancer incidence could be due to natural

radon inhalation which could be drastically reduced if the radon level

in buildings is kept below specified levels. However, attempts to

identify an excess of lung cancer in areas of high radon concentra-

tions have not been very successful. In particular a negative corre-

lation was reported between average radon level and lung cancer mor-

tality in different American states8'. In areas of high natural

radioactivity in the Guangong province in China lung cancer fatalities

are well below the national average18'. Table 8 shows a comparison of

lung cancer in Denmark and Sweden, where the lost years due to pre-

mature cancer death has been determined for the populations of the two

countries19'. As can be seen, lung cancer is almost twice as prevalent

in Denmark than in Sweden and is in about the same proportions as

other respiratory diseases. However, radon levels in Sweden are on

average about twice those in Denmark.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The effort that has gone into analyzing effects of low doses of

radiation on humans is very impressive where experience with A-bomb

survivors, with workers in the radiation industry and with naturally

or otherwise exposed populations has been analyzed in detail. Despite

this effort, there is still considerable uncertainty when trying to

use the data to determine acceptable levels for exposure of whole

populations and radiation workers. Recent data from atomic bomb- sur-



vivor studies which apply at high dose and dose rate suggest that

radiation-induced cancer mortality may be higher than previously

thought, whereas analysis of mortality of radiation workers exposed to

allowed radiation levels over long periods and of large populations

exposed to varying levels of natural radiation tend to indicate that

if there is any effect it is lost in the natural cancer variability.

This appears particularly true for lung cancer induction by radon

where the effects to be expected by extrapolation from experience with

miners exposed to high concentrations do not appear to be discernable

in populations exposed at naturally occurring levels.

A problem that has become apparent with radiation risk assessment

is the long latency periods for cancer induction that are being

observed with A-bomb survivors. Fatalities occurring in old age should

have a reduced influence when estimating radiation risk and some

"index of harm" related to years of healthy life lost need to be

devised to quantify risks from low levels of radiation exposure.

The prudent response to this confused situation is to take note

of the upper limits of radiation risk that can be inferred from .avail-

able data and to accept that applying these to low-level exposure

could result in a further tightening of the radiation protection

norms. This situation will continue until conclusive evidence is

available from long-term follow-ups on cancer mortality of irradiated

populations. However, the notion that low levels of radiation may have

zero or even an overall beneficial effect appears to be gaining ground

against the hypothesis that all radiation must be harmful. The human

experience is such that had there not been atomic bombs giving a

large-scale exposure of populations that could be linked to cancer

induction, then the popular conception would probably be that low

levels of ionizing radiation are benign or even slightly therapeutic.

Although there is already fragmentary evidence of protective protein

production in cells under irradiation more abundant and direct radio-

biological research into immune system stimulation will be necessary

before the possibility can be seriously considered when setting radia-

tion safety norms. In the meantime any over-exaggeration of the

effects of low levels of radiation could result in considerable

expense which may well have been better used studying more urgent

public health problems. The exposure of populations to low doses of

radiation apparently has political, economical, emotional, as well as

possibly biological effects that have to be taken into account when

setting safety norms.
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TABLE 1

MORTALITY RISK FACTORS FOR RAD IATION-INDUCED CANCERS
RECOMMENDED BY THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION

FOR RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION (1977)

LEUKAEMIA
BONE CANCER
LUNG CANCER
THYROID CANCER
BREAST CANCER
ALL OTHER CANCERS

TOTAL:

RISK PER SIEVERT

2 X 1O-'
5 X 10-'
2 X 10-'
5 X W-3

2.5 X 10-'
<5 X 1 0 '

1 X 10"2

Table 2

Summary of the Japanese Atomic Bomb-Survival Study (1988) (from Ref. 8)

Number of Subject.:;, Person-Years and Cancer Deallis by DS86 Shielded Kermo

Number of subjects

Number of person-
years at risk

Total

75991
(45557)

2185335
(1350441)

Number of cancer deaths

Leukemia

Ail cancer except
1eukemia

Esophagus

Stonach

Colon

Lung

Female breast

Ovary

Bladder

Multiple myeloma

202

5734

176

2007

232

638

155

82

133

36

0

34272
(19766)

984271
(586690)

58

2iO

83

854

103

253

57

31

49

13

0.01-0.05

19192
(12116)

553960
(357988)

36

1322

27

469.

57

151

39

18

30

9

0.06-0.09

4129
(2449)

119991
(73022)

2

333

11

119

10

42

5

1

6

1

DSB6 shielded kerma
0.10-0.19 0.20-0.49

5172
(3220)

149669
(95666)

13

416

18

143

10

40

10

8

8

-

6558
(4038)

180322
(119643)

21

537

13

191

20

68

14

11

U

7

in gray
0.50-0.99

3616
(2250)

102709
(66180)

19

330

10

114

12

38

15

6

13

2

1.0-1.99

1946
(1095)

55260
(32677)

23

221

8

78

8

29

9

5

B

1

2.0-2.99

637
(382)

18311
(11295)

15

78

4

21

6

11

2

'

-

3.C-3.99

2)1
(115)

5923
(3463)

9

23

-

•5

2

1

1

): Number for female
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T a b l e 3

Per caput l i f e t i m e excess cancer aeaths p r o p a o i i i t y
f o l l o w i n g exposure to 1 6y organ apsoroco oose at M o n oose r a t e

of l o u - t C T r a d i a t i o n ( f r o a R e f 3 ,
( p e r c e n t )

(based on the popula t ion of Japan us ing an sveraqe age *>sn c o e f f i c i e n t :

Red bone marrow
A l l cancers

except leukaemia

Bladder
Breast
Colon
Lung
M u l t i p l e myeloma
Ovary
Oesophagus
Stomach

Remainder

Tota l

M u l t i p l i c a t i v e
r i s k p r o j e c t i o n

model

0 . 9 7
6.1

0 . 3 9
0.6
0 . 7 9
1 .5
0 . 2 2
0 . 3 1
0 .34
1 .3

1 .1

7.1

A d d i t i v e
r isk p r o j e c t i o n

mode)

0.93
3.6

0.23
0.43
0.29
3.59
0.09
0.26
0.16
0.86

1 .0

4.5

E s t i m a t e s o-f p r o j e c t e d l i + e t i m e r i s k s - fo r 1OOO p e r s o n s
(500 males and 500 females) exposed to 1 Gy ot high dote
rate 1 QW-I_ET radiation, UNSCEAR 1988 t 3 ] .

Based upon the population o-f Japan.

Total
population

Working
populati on

(aged 2S-64
years)

Adult
pooulation

(over 25 years)

Risk projection
modal

Additive
Multiplicati ve

Additive
Multiplicative

Additive
Multiplicative

Excess*/
-fatal cases

30 - 50
70 - 110

4O
80

30
60

Years o-f
l i - fe los t

7BO - 1200
950 - 1400

aeo
970

600
650

»/ - *nen expressed as a coefficient o+ risk the
values correspond to 3 - 11 10"'SV'.



Table 5.

Dose n t t e-f+ectivmnme,* factors for available exoeriaental
data en low-LET radlatipn-inoucea cancer

(fro* Ref. 9)

Animal data

Hyaloid lukaemia in RF mala
mice
(0.8 6y/min vs. 4-6 m6y/min)
Hyaloid leukaemia in RF female
mica
(0.07 Gy/min vs. 0.4-70 mGy/min)
Hyaloid lukaaaita in CBA

mica
(gamma rays at l.S Gv .

0.2S Gy/min vs.
0.0O4-O.11 m6y/min)

Thyroid carcinomas female
Long-Evans rats

(2.8 Gy*in x-rays vs.1-131

Mammary tumours in Spraoue
-Dawley -famala rats

0.1 Gy/min vs. 30 *Sy/*in)
a. par cant incidanca of all

neoplasm* (include* benign)
b. par cant incidanca of

adenocarcmomas only
Mammary tumours in young
female Soraoue—OaMley rat*

(acute v*. enronic x-rays,
acute x-rays vs. tritium)

Pituitary tumours in RFM mice

0.45 Qy/min vs.83 mSy/day>
Lung adenocarcinomas in BALBLc
mice
0.45 Gy/min vs. 83 m&y/day)

Crude average

DREF

6.7

2.3

2.2

* 1.0

- 1.0

4

1

S.4

1.9

- 2.8

Table 6. Estimated annual excess risks of all malignant neoplasms and leukaemia
in 5 cohorts and overall. (Rgf , 14 )

Plant

USA
Rocky Flats
Portsmouth
Hanford

UK
AEA
Sellafleld

Overall

Lag
(yrs)

10
0
10

0
15

All Malignant Neoplasms

Annual excess.
risk/lOaSw/10

-37
1

-15

17
17

5

95X CI*

(-140,60)
(-110,111)
(-66,37)

(-22,62)
(-30,70)

(-21,31)

Lag
(yrs)

0
2

0
0

Leukaemia

Annual excess.
rlsk/lOmSv/10

-
15
-2

0
1.5

1

95: ci*

(-17,47)
(neg, 4)

(-3,10)
(neg, 4)

(-1.3)

•Confidence Interval.



Table ?

ANNUAL EFFECTIVE DOSE EQUIVALENT IN MICROSIEVERT
(DERIVED FROM THE RADIATION EXPOSURE OF THE UK POPULATION: HUGHES AND ROBERTS NRPB-R173)

(from Ref. 17)

SOURCE OF RADIATION

NATURAL
Internal (excluding radon)
Radon and Thoron
Tenestial

Cosmic

MANMADE
Medical

Miscellaneous

Fall Out
Radioactive Waste
Radiation Workers

TOTAL

AVERAGE
uSv

370
1000
400

300

300

11

10
2
9

2500

PERSONAL CONDITIONS

Igneous area up to
House - wood

itone
igneous

L»nd - jedimenUTy
igneous

Each 100m above sea level
Each 6000 milo iet fliaht

Each chest X-ray (extra)
Each fluoroscopic X-ray
Each radiochaimaceutical
TV viewing each hour/day
Radium dial wrist watch

Nuclear Power Station (Monitor
Air Crew
Coal Miner
Medical Worker

PERSONAL TOTAL

PERSONAL uSv

1-100.000
-100
450

4250
40

4400
f5

+20

+•100
+4000
+3000

44
+70

ed) +1400
+1600
+1200

+700

TOTAL
uSv

COMMENTS

50% due to potassium
Depends on ventilation
Approximate figures
(max in UK is about
1200 microsievert)

90% of average
diagnostic X-ray

Includes ail travel and
fly ash from coal

Average of all workeis
routinely monitored is
1400 microsievert

Table 8 Mean values of cumulative lifetime loss (man-
years/1000 newborn) in Denmark and Sweden for the period
1972-1978. (from Ref. 19)

Sex (A) Environment (B) Country (C)
Disease male fgnale c i t y rural Denmark Sweden"
Lunq cancer 537 207 452 246 473 234

Bronchitis,
asthma, 260 163 239 178 282 150
emphysem

Leukemia 124 123 111 137 124 123

Total 2413 2968 2835 2526 3003 2385
neoplasms
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F'ig.i Neutron and Gamma dose as a function of distance from
the hypocentres of the atomic bomb explosions at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Light lines are 1965
dosimetery, heavy lines preliminary results from the
1984- dose reassesment. (from Ref. 5)
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Fig. 3 Possible forms of dose effect curves for
cancer induction
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Fig. 4 Excess death rates (a) from all cancers and (b) from
leukaemia in excess of those expected on the basis of
mortality in England and Wales, in relation to cumula-
tive radiation exposure of workers at the Sellafield
reprocessing plant enployed between 1947 and 1976.
Bars represent 95\ confidence intervals of excess death
rate (Ref. 11). Also indicated is rate expected from
ICRP 1977 risk estimates if excess radiation deaths
spread uniformly over 25 years.
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Fig. 5 Increment in lung cancer frequency among uranium
miners in Czechoslovakia, Canada, and the? U.S. ft, as a
function of cumulative exposure to Radon daughters,
relative to normal frequency.
< Data from- ICRP-5O Ref,18>
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Fig.6 Lifetime risk of lung cancer from exposure to Radon
daughters as a function of annual exposure for a
reference population (males and females).
< Data from ICRP-5O Ref, 18)


